A reversible reo rientation of smectic laye rs in surface stabilized ferroelectri c liquid crystal (SSFLC) cells with layer tilted (chevron) geometries was found by electrooptical investigations. The reorientation of the layers superimposes the reorientation of the director along the S'; tilt cone a nd is suppressed. if the layers are irreversibly fixed in a bookself geometry by high electric fie lds.
INTRODUCTION
In thin cells with unwound helical structures, the chiral smectic C· -phase exhibits macroscopic observable spontaneous polarization which depends on the position of the director relatively to the layer normap.2 An applied external field may change the position of the director through coupling. This coupling leads to the interesting electrooptical properties of the S c-phase 3 between crossed polars. It has been assumed that the director of the chiral smectic C * phase moves along the director tilt cone at constant tilt angle e with the layer normal as cone axis.
Due to the size and the symmetry of surface inter~ctions, ferroelectric liquid crystalline (FLC) cells generally exhibit a nonuniform splayed director distribution along the direction of the normal of the substrate plane without an electric field applied. These splayed cells are showing waveguiding effects and can not be brought into a position of complete extinctio'n between crossed polars. If an electric field of sufficient strength is applied, all molecular directors reorient more or less along the tilt cone into the same position, caused by the interaction between the polarization and the electric field. This reorientation leads to an almost uniform director 121 field. Consequently these uniform states act as uniform birefringent slab which can be brought into an extinction position between crossed polars. A detailed study of director orientations in surface stabilized FLC (SSFLC) cells is given by Maclennan et ai. 4 Computer simulations of the director reorientation in alternating electric fields based on the results in Reference 4 led to the conclusion that the switching process occurs via nonuniform splayed states. 5 ,6 In contrast to these results we found strong experimental evidence for the switching process in the system used by us to be optically better described by a uniform director reorientation without any optically significant director distribution along the normal of the substrate. These experiments will be discussed in this paper.
It was shown in a previous investigation that electrooptical measurements in a SSFLC-cell allow the determination of the mean director motion during the switching process in the laboratory coordinate system, which is fixed to the substrates. 7 The results in the laboratory coordinate system for the compound DOBAMBC in 2 ~m cells as wen as the experiments presented in this paper lead to the conclusion that the director trajectory describes a slightly opened loop which connects the two stationary states with an almost straight line.
Assuming the ditector reorientation occurs uniformly without an optically observable distribution, then the observed mean director motion is more or less identical with the director motion of the unifOTmly oriented molecular directoTs in the bulk of the cell. The measured director trajectory seems to contradict the established model of director reorientation along the tilt cone, when the Sccoordinate system defined by the tilt cone axis is fixed to the laboratory coordinate system. However, if a motion of the Sc-systcm relative to the laboratory system occurs during the switching process, the situation is changed. Taking the laboratory coordinate system. as reference, the motion of the Sc-system superimposes the motion of the director within the Sc-system and consequently the observed trajectory differs from the circular segment of the pure tilt cone motion. 8 A motion of the Sc-system is closely correlated with a reorientation of the smectic layers, because the Sc-system is defined by the tilt cone axis which represents the smectic layer normal.
COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND LAYER CONFIGURATION
In a previous paper? the layer normal case was presented, in which the laboratory coordinate system and the Sc-ooordinate system are identical. It seems to be necessary for a description of the results presented in this paper to introduce the mOre general layer tilted geometry, including chevron geometry. Two separate coordinate systems have to be considered ( Figure 1 ).
The laboratory coordinate system x, y, z (cf. Figure 1) is defined by the optical axis of the microscope which lies along the z-axis. The external electric field as well as the normal of the glass plates of the FLC cell point in I-direction. The orthogonal coordinate system will completely be fixed by choosing the y-axis parallel to the intersection lines of the smectic layers with the glass plates. The eIec- trooptical experiment allows the determination of the copolar angle {}$ (with respect to the z-axis) and the azimuth angle ~s of the mean director during motion in this system.1 Generally) ~s describes the motion of the mean director in the plane of the glass plates and ~s out of the plane. Therefore. these angles are called "inplane angle" ~.:f and "off-plane angle" {}s .
The orthogonal Sccoordinate system x', y', Z' (cf. Figure 1) is fixed by the position of the smectic layers in the x I • Y I -plane (y' = y) and the layer normal i I along z I. The director position r1 ' will best be described in this coordinate system by Ihe polar angle e , which is the director tilt angle of the Sc phase, and the azimuth angle <P.
In case of a tilt of the smectic layers by an angle B against the normal of the substrate i, the Sc-coordinate system will be obtained by a rotation of the laboratory coordinate system by 8~90° around the y-axis. The director is represented in the laboratory coordinate system by: The director orientation in the laboratory coordinate system depends on the layer tilt angle 8 and reversible or irreversible changes of the layer configuration during switching will affect the director trajectory and the transmittance response of the cell.
In recent papers of various authors irreversible changes of the orientation of smectic layers in layer tilted SSFLC-cells in electric fields have been reported. 9 , 10 An irreversible reorientation of the smectic layers has been observed 9 in strong electric fields corresponding to a rotation of the layer normal around the y '·axis. Andersson et al. lD have found a reorientation of the smectic layers in the plane of the substrate corresponding to a rotation around the x' -axis using asymmetric AC fields for the chiral SA phase.
Hartmann et al. 11 • 12 have pointed out , that electrooptical effects observed in SSFLC-cells can be explained consistently. assuming a reversible, elastic layer reorientation. This idea is supported by Johno et al. ,13 Itoh et al.
14 and Oh-E et al. ,15 who concluded from X-ray experiments a reversible layer reorientation. As will be presented here , reversible layer reorientation can directly be observed in the layer tilted case already at low electric field strength by electrooptical experiments. s
EXPERIMENTAL
A detailed description of the experimental setup used for the electrooptical measurements is given in a previous paper.? The experiments were carried out with a 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Uniform and Nonuniform Director Reorientation
Splayed or half splayed states are formed in the 4 ~m cells used in this investigation with a missing external electric field and are easily detectable since the intensity of light traveling through the cell cannot be extinguished completely between crossed polars. However, if a dc field with a sufficient field strength is applied, a uniform state appears and the light extinguishes between crossed polars. It is eminent for modelling the switching process to know whether the switching from one uniform state (e.g. polarization down) into the other (polarization up) occurs via splayed states and with a nonuniform director reorientation or if the director field remains uniformly and a uniform director reorientation has to be considered for a description of the switching. In the case of a nonuniform reorientation , the experimentally determined electrooptical behaviour has to be interpretated on the basis of continously changing director distributions while in the case of uniform reorientation the electrooptical behaviour can be described as reorientation of uniformly oriented molecular directors in the optically relevant volume of the cell. The following tests and considerations will provide evidence that, at least for the systems used in our experiments, the assumption of a uniform reorientation is justified.
(iJ Optical uniformity during the switching process. According to Abdulalim, Moddel and Clark, the optical uniformity of the director field during switching may be probed experimentally by two observations 6 : -Extinction between crossed polars has to be obtained, when the director passes the polarization plane of the electric field vector of normally incident light. -The extinction and its position in time during switching has to be independent on the wavelength of the incident light. This relates to the optical condition that the phase angle between the two optical modes (Tf·6.oPt /~o; 6. opt ; optical path difference) does not match a multiple of Tf.
Both conditions were checked experimentally for the system investigated in order to verify the assumption of optically uniform director reorientation. Figure 2 depicts a decay step of a 200 H7Jl MY m -I electric square field, which was applied to a chevron layered cell of thickness 3.6 IJ.rn and obtained after cooling from the SA phase. The corresponding transmission response between crossed polars at different cell orientations 'Po and wavelengths of incident light ~u is shown in Figure 3 , The orientation of the cell relatively to the polarizer is represented by 'Po, which is the angle between the polarization plane of the incident light (electric field vector) and the projection of the smectic layer normal i' onto the substrate plane. As it is shown in Figure 3 (a), the director configuration at any point in time during switching can be set to extinction by variation of the cell orientation. This observation meets the first requirement cited above.
The second requirement was checked for several cell orientations at wavelengths AQ = 633, 589, 546, 520, 492 and 436 nm and some representative results are depicted in Figure 3 >"0 extinction was observed and the extinction point in time was not affected by the wavelength of light at fixed cell orientations.
From these observations it can clearly be concluded , that the director field remains optically uniform during switching and , therefore, the switching process may be treated optically as an uniform reorientation of the optical axis (optical uniform reorientation) .
The experiments depicted in Figures 2 and 3 are essentially the same as those described by Abdulhalim el at. 6 but they lead to completely different results for our system, Abdulhalim et al. observed transmission maxima instead of extinction at certain wavelengths and consequently concluded a reorientation of optically nonuniform director configurations.
ii) The dynamics of splayed state formation. Figure 4 shows the response of a 3.9 fern cell at 40"C and 1.0 = 589 nm to a 6 Hzl4V square voltage. No voltage is applied at the beginning of the frame (0-1 sec in Figure 4) , and the nonuniform cell has a high transmission at 1.0 = 589 nm due to the yellow appearance of the splayed state. Turning on the voltage, the cell switches between uniform up and down states (1-2 sec in Figure 4 ). During the switching procedures the transmission does not reach values, which come close to transmission of the nonuniform state, After switching off the field, the cell requires more than 2 sec to transform into the nonunifonn splayed state again (2.0-4.5 sec in Figure 4 ). Since the relaxation of the system takes about 2 seconds, it seems impossible to form a splayed state in a few milliseconds duri ng the switching procedure. In the actua ll y performed experiments 200 Hz have been used instead of 6 Hz as in Figure  4 .
In conclusion it should be clearly stated that the experimentally proven fact of an optically uniform describable switching behaviour does not mean , that nOI1-uniformities will not exist in the cells rather that they will not be observed in our experiments. From all what is known today about switching dynamics in SSFLC cells, it is quite clear that there is no reorientation of a completely uniform director field in these cells. Furthermore , the splay elastic energy which is co nnected to nonuniform director fields essentially affects the switching dynamics and no realistic description of SSFLC switching had been achieved without considering splay elastic energy. On the other hand , simulations of nonuniform director reorientation 5 • 6 indicate , that the splay deformation is not distributed linearly along the cell during switching rather that the splay is localized within more or less thin sections of the cell, which are denoted as "kinks" in the paper of Abdulhalim et al. 6 Therefore , the director configuration of the cell may be approximated by a sequence of uniform and nonuniform sections (see Section 4.3).
In order to describe the transmission of the cell during switching the key question has to be clarified, whether the dimensions of the nonuniform sections are sufficient to dominate the optics of the cell at the wavelength considered , or not. In th e latter case the optical properties are mainly determined by the director o rientation of the uniform sections and the director reorientation appears optically as a uniform reorientation. Consequently, the transmission behaviour during switching serves as a probe for the director reorientation dynamics in the uniform sections of the cell and may be analyzed by the method proposed in Reference 7.
Optically uniform switching is expected, if the polarization coherence length ~p is small compared to both, the light wavelength Ao and th e cell thickness d. With values Po = 1.9.10 -3 C m -2 and K SP18Y = 160 pN for the system investigated , a coherence length ~p = 70 nm results which is indeed very small compared to the wavelength X.O = 546 nm and the cell thickn ess d = 4 j.l.m used in our experiments. Therefore uniform switching behaviour should be expected as it is actually observed. The system investigated by Abdulhalim et at. exhibits far less spontaneous polarization and leads to ~p = 533 nm which matches the wavelength (524 om) at which they observed strongly nonuniform optical behaviour,
Coupled Director and Layer Reorientation
The electrooptical measurements resulting in the mean director motion depicted in Figure 5 have been performed with a 3.9 .... m cell using a square wave voltage of 200 Hz and 3.9 V amplitude at an optical wavelength of ~ = 546 nm. The amplitude of the voltage was increased between the individual measurements for a period of 1 sec to 39 V. This electrical high field treatment led to a significant change of the transmission curves and the resulting director motion when applied for some time.
A representative series of measurements is depicted in Figure 5 in which the director orientations determined at the switching process are represented as tra~ In-Pllt1e Pngle In • c:
In-Pl an. Angl. In • jectories on the unit sphere in the laboratory coordinate system. The plot of the off-plane angle its versus the inplane angle 'Ps approximately corresponds to a view in -x direction of the laboratory coordinate system onto the y , z-plane (cf. Figure   1 ) at least at small angles. Figure 5 (a) shows the trajectory of director reorientation resulting from the first measurement at a virgin cell. Both stationary switching states of the S t; phase are connect.ed by an almost straight line. The motion of the director in the plane of the glass plates is large with ca. 3~'' as compared to the size of the motion out of the plane of the glass plates with~, ~ 10-12°. In the laboratory coordinate system no hints for a reorientation along the tilt cone are found which would lead to slightly distorted segments of circles in the 'Ps , .as-plot at fixed layers (d. Figure 1) . The diagram qualitatively corresponds the ones found for the compound DOBAMBC.7 Figure 5 ( d) represents the director motion in the same cell after a total of 20 sec high field treatment in intervals of 1 sec. Now the director nearly describes the expected segment of a circle and may be interpretated as a pure, uniform reorientation of the director along the St; tilt cone which agrees with the predicted director motion for a perpendicular bookshelf geometry. Polarization microscopic observations at different stages of this treatment reveal that the transition from layer tilted to bookshelf geometry induced by the high field treatment will not be passed homogeneously: The cell shows a homogeneous, almost defect free yellow texture before the high field treatment. and a similar, yet red texture after completion of the treatment. At intermediate stages of the high field treatment, the texture appears strongly inhomogeneous: Yellow and red domains arc observed side by side as well as numerous defects , especially zig-zag lines. The red domains grow increasingly larger as the high field treatment proceeds. The defects disappear upon completion of the high field treatment and the cell exhibits a homogeneous red colour in the polarizing microscope.
The experimental results suggest that the tilted smectic layers at the beginning of the experiment will irreversibly be raised by the high electric field until the layer normal case is reached. In the latter case the director motion in the laboratory coordinate system follows the uniform reorientation of the director along the S c tilt cone. If the layers are tilted , however, the torque on the layers, even at small field strength, produces a reversible reorientation of the layers during the switching process. The reorientation of the director along the tilt cone will additionally be superimposed by the reversible reorientation of the layers.
The proposed mechanism of the elcctrooptical switching process in an idealized layer-tilted FLC-cell is illustrated schematically in Figure 6 . Different situations during the switching process from one stationary state (a) to the other (e) are depicted. During the zero transition of the applied square wave field, the cell exhibits a layer tilted structure, corresponding to Figure 6 (c) . The layer normal i' , represented by the tilt cone axis , is placed at a certain angle &0 to the substrate (x , y-plane) , which is the layer tilt angle (cf. Figures I and 6(c) ). The azimuth angle also has an equilibrium value <1>0 (cf. Figure 3 ( e». depending on the anchoring conditions.
If the electric field strength increases, the cell finally reaches a stationary state. depicted in Figure 6 (a). During th e transition from c to a the director fz rotates round i' along the tilt cone surface, changing the azimuth angle from <1>0 ( Figure   6 (c)) to 4>l:' (Figure 6(a) ) and simultaneously the layer tilt angle decreases from 8 ~ &0 to 8 = 0 (Figure 6(a) ). An inversion of the external field direction leads to a motion in reverse sequence via the layer tilted state (Figure 6 The reorientation of the director in <l> along the surface of the S~ tilt cone is superimposed by the layer reorientation, represented by the motion of the cone axis in 3. In the laboratory coordinate system x, y, z this superposition leads, as shown in Figure 6 , to a director motion along a straight line (note the constant distance between the director and the x, y-plane in Figures 6(a)-6 (e) from one stationary state to the other or to the depicted trajectory in Figure 5 (a).
Modelling the Coupled Director and Layer Reorientation
A model for the SSFLC cell depicted in Figure 7 was developed which predicts the experimental data of the previous chapter. The model approximates the director configuration of the cell by a sequence of various uniform and nonuniform sections with the following assumptions: (ii) The boundary conditions at the upper as compared to the lower substrate surface are related by C 2 -symmetry (parallel rubbed surfaces). If the ('-director is anchored at an angle $0 to the upper substrate surface, the angle amounts to 1T + 410 at the lower substrate surface. The total splay of the c-director is constant and amounts to 1T across the cell thickness d. (iii) The SSFLC-cell is devided into several layers of different thickness: top and bottom boundary layers t" ~, the chevron interface t.. and large volume sections in between , in which a uniform director configuration is assumed, supposed the cell is placed in a sufficient large electric field. The optical properties of the cell are determined by the predominant portion of the cell vO!UI~e. This volume is represented by the uniform sections tv , bv in cases when the P, E interaction surpasses the elastic forces and the nonuniform sections lb , ci, bb remain small. The splay elastic energy is predominantly localized in the nonuniform layers fb, ci, bb.
The proposed model leads then to the following expansion of the potential density of the cell and will now be discussed. Generally , the contribution of the splay deformation to the potential density is given by: The contribution of the splay deformation to the potential density of the total cell has to be calculated by integration across the cell thickness d and is given by: Figure 1) :
The pretilt constant Kprr. is an effective elastic constant which describes the an~ choring slrength of Ihe molecules at the boundary surface. It will be changed by a preconditioning of the cell. _
The dielectric displacement D of the FLC is composed of the spontaneous polarization p~ and the induced polarization P ind :
The £ tensor does not describe the effective permittivity of the ferroelectric material rather then is related to the polarization which will be induced without spontaneous polarization of the compound but exhibiting the same dielectric properties (ct. Dahl et al. 20 ) . The most important contribution to the P, E interaction results from the uniform sections (tv and bv in Figure 7 ) in which the polarization is directed uniformly and optimal to the electric field. This is not the case in the nonuniform sections (tb , ci, bb) , because of the splayed director configuration and a campen· sation in part between the various nonuniform layers across the cell, and their contributions will not be considered in a first approximation.
The energy density of the spontaneous polarization in the applied electric field . . The last term to be considered with a contribution to the total potential density of Equation (2) represents a simple Landau expansion in 8:
Evaluation of Equation (2) Table I and will be discussed later. A comparison of .01 degree Of _ 300 (22) ,
<Po represents the position of the cell with respect to the polarizer for the transmission experiment , ~o the wavelength used , d the cell thickness and no, n., the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of the FLC slab. A comparison of experimentally determined and calculated transmission of the cell before and after the completed high field treatment is represented in Figures  9(a) and 9(d) . respeclively, and shows a very good agreement especially for the transmission curves after completed high field treatment (Figure 9 (d». The important electrooptical parameters as contrast, switching times, threshold behaviour as well as the optical overshoot arc excellently described.
In the polarizing microscope, the intermediate states observed at uncompleted high field treatment, are appearing as heterogeneous arrangements, consisting of Time ;, ., areas with the initial layer tilted structure and areas of the finally obtained bookshelf structure , which are separated by a lot of defects (see Section 4.2) . According to these observations a quantitative approach to the transmission curves at uncompleted high field treatment can be achieved by a linear combination of the transmissions of the bookshelf and the layer tilted structure and a correction corresponding to the defects' transmission added:
T'tlb.v(t) is the transmission at time t of the cell at uncompleted high field treatment (ef. Figures 9(b) and 9(c)) , Tb,(t) the transmission at time t of the cell with pure bookshelf structure obtained after completed high field treatment (ef. Figure 9( d) ), Tit) the initial transmission at time t of the cell with pure layer tilted structure (cf. Figure 9 (a» , Xbs the share of the bookshelf structure to the total area observed, Tddeci the transmission of the defects which are occurring at incompleted high field treatment. and Tdefect = 1.0% and the calculated curves agree well with the experimental ones.
Overall, the proposed model describes the electrooptical switching process quite well. The difference of eJectroopticai behaviour between the two basic structures is expressed by assuming a revefsible layer reorientation in the initial chevron structure by setting ~b = 30 mPa S -1 (Table I ) and in the finally obtained bookshelf geometry (8 = 0) by ~, --+ 00 (Table I) , which leads to a fixed layer orientation.
These differences in the reorientational behaviour may be intcrpretated as an irreversible change of the anchoring conditions which is induced by the high field treatment. In the initial layer tilted structure the anchoring seems to be determined primarily by an interaction between the surface and the molecules with Kpr e = 20 kN m-2 (Table I ) leading to a more or less fixed off-plane angle, which is the angle between the long molecular axis and the surface. Therefore, the necessity of performing a reorientation along the St; tilt cone at constant off-plane angle involves a coupled reorientation of the smectic layers. The dynamics of this layer reorientation is characterized by a viscous damping constant "'Is = 30 mPa S -1 (Table I) . After the high field treatment the initial anchoring breaks down (Kpre = 0, Table  I ) and now, the anchoring seems to be determined primarily by an interaction between the surface and the smectic layers, which leads to a fixed layer structure at & "'=' 0 (bookshelf geometry). The molecules perform a reorientation along the Sc tilt cone at fixed layers, which also leads to a tilt cone reorientation of the macroscopically observable optical axis in the laboratory coordinate system . The fixation of the smectic layer orientation after the high field treatment can be introduced into the model with 'Y 5 ~ 00 (Table I) .
All other material constants fitted are not changed by the high field treatment and are comparable with values determined by other methods ( (12d) and (2) The nonunifonn layers are summed up to 10% at the most of the total cell thickness and each nonuniform layer is much smaller than the wavelength of light used (546 om) which means, that the system can be described as optically uniform. The changes in thickness of these layers are very small, compared to the total thickness of the cell.
The time dependence of the layer tilt angle 8 ( Figure 11 ) confirms the interpretation of the switching procedure of Section 4.2. In the layer tilted geometry before the high field treatment a reversible layer reorientation takes place, which com- • pensates the off·pJane motion of the director. After the high field treatment a bookshelf geomelry with fixed layers (S(I) = 0 = const.) is present.
The tilt angle e changes in time from 12° to 16° and points towards a large electroclinic effect ( Figure 12 ). Especially at the beginning of the switching , a drop of the tilt angle is observed as was predicted by Andersson et al. ls The reorientation dynamics of the azimuth angle <I> ( Figure 13 ) is scarcely affecled by the high field treatment.
In conclusion the proposed model , for which a layer reorientation was introduced, describes consistently the dynamics of the electrooptical behaviour of the system and its changes during a high field treatme nt. In addition, the model a lso describes th e field , frequency , amplitude and temperature behaviour of the system consistently, as will be reported in a separate papcr.23
Layer Reorganization
A reversible layer reorientation and a layer upraising have been introduced by the proposed model for a description of the optical behaviour. A mechanism of such motions cannot be given at the present but some general ideas may be exposed. An elastic deformation of smectic layers seems unlikely, si nce it needs a change ip smeclic layer thickness which requires more energy than is available by a p.
E interaction and an additional term due to the elastic bend deformation of the layers has to be introduced in the potential density expansion (Equation 2). The model presented requires no such term .
A model with a transfer of defects does not exhibit these difficulties. A shift of defects may convert easily a planar tilted or chevron geometry into a bookshelf geometry as demonstrated in Figure 14 . Such a process may better be referred to as layer reorganization than layer reorientation and exhibits advantages in the interpretation of the results.
A reorganization of smectic layers needs solely high activation energy which is present in the highly deformed layer structure within the defects and an additional bending term in the potential density expansion is not needed. In this context, the soliton description of the chevron structure may be relevant. 24 A field induced reversible motion of zig-zag defects was reported and related to a change in the chevron structure. 'B However . a reversible layer reorientation was clearly established by X-ray experiments,14,IS at least for compounds with high spontaneous polarizat.ion, and further ex:periments are necessary for an understanding of these reorientations.
5, CONCLUSIONS
The model of an optically uniform director reorientation with a coupled layer reorganization may be considered as the limiting case in which the P, E interaction dominates elastic interaction. In contrast, if the elastic interaction dominates all other interactions in the cell, a nonuniform director reorientation with fixed layers is found 5 ,6 representing another borderline case, The deviations of the mean director motion from a uniform reorientation along the Sc tilt cone observed in the laboratory coordinate system is caused by an additional reversible motion of the smectic layers. This motion is suppressed if the layers are irreversible upraised and anchored at high electric field and the expected director reorientation along the Sc tilt cone is then observed in the laboratory coordinate system.
A potential density expansion describes the coupled director-layer reorientation and leads to a simultaneous determination of a number of material and cell constants as fitted parameters and to a dymanic model of SSFLC cells.
